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IntroductionIntroduction

Objective of the StudyObjective of the Study
we examine the impact of the trade liberalization on we examine the impact of the trade liberalization on 
labor demand elasticities of production and non labor demand elasticities of production and non 
production workers for each eleven industries in the production workers for each eleven industries in the 
manufacturing sector of Pakistan. manufacturing sector of Pakistan. 

Also analyze, the behavior of the labor demand Also analyze, the behavior of the labor demand 
elasticities at aggregate level with the openness to elasticities at aggregate level with the openness to 
international trade, tariff rate and lagged own price of international trade, tariff rate and lagged own price of 
labor.labor.
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Importance of the IssueImportance of the Issue
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Literature ReviewLiterature Review
RodrickRodrick (1997) examined the issue whether or not trade (1997) examined the issue whether or not trade 
can change laborcan change labor--demand elasticities without changing demand elasticities without changing 
labor prices. Trade can make labor demand more elastic in labor prices. Trade can make labor demand more elastic in 
two main ways:two main ways:

•• Firstly, by making output market more competitive Firstly, by making output market more competitive 
and by making domestic labor more substitutable and by making domestic labor more substitutable 
with foreign factors. with foreign factors. 

•• Secondly, through Secondly, through HicksianHicksian --MarshallianMarshallian laws of laws of 
factor demand factor demand ““the demand for anything is to be the demand for anything is to be 
more elastic, the more elastic is the demand for any more elastic, the more elastic is the demand for any 
further thing which it contributes to producefurther thing which it contributes to produce””. . 



Literature ReviewLiterature Review

Slaughter (2001) investigated this hypothesis for U.S Slaughter (2001) investigated this hypothesis for U.S 
production and for nonproduction and for non--production worker and find production worker and find 
mixed support. In case of production worker positive mixed support. In case of production worker positive 
relationship but in case of nonrelationship but in case of non--production it is production it is 
unresponsive.unresponsive.
Krishna Krishna et al.et al. (2001) examined that in the presence (2001) examined that in the presence 

of major trade reforms, own price labor demand of major trade reforms, own price labor demand 
elasticities are unresponsive to trade reforms in case elasticities are unresponsive to trade reforms in case 
of Turkey but Krishna (1998) finds support for this of Turkey but Krishna (1998) finds support for this 
hypothesis in case of India. hypothesis in case of India. 



Trade ReformsTrade Reforms

Figure 1:  Trends in Average Duty Rates
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MethodologyMethodology

Focus on the profit maximization approach, output is Focus on the profit maximization approach, output is 
not given rather it is determined endogenously, and not given rather it is determined endogenously, and 
monopolistic competition is assumed. By usingmonopolistic competition is assumed. By using
CobbCobb--Douglas type production function. Labor Douglas type production function. Labor 
Demand equation Demand equation 
determineddetermined

Subscript Subscript ‘‘ii’’ and and ‘‘jj’’ represent firm i in industry j represent firm i in industry j 
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MethodologyMethodology

The own price elasticity of demand for labor (The own price elasticity of demand for labor (w.r.tw.r.t
industry wage) is given as.industry wage) is given as.

The partial derivative of the absolute value of the own The partial derivative of the absolute value of the own 
price elasticity of labor demand with respect to price elasticity of labor demand with respect to 
product demand elasticity is given asproduct demand elasticity is given as
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Data and Variable ConstructionData and Variable Construction

Data SourcesData Sources
CMI, Monthly Statistical Bulletin, yearly CBR CMI, Monthly Statistical Bulletin, yearly CBR 
book, Pakistan Custom Tariff book, Pakistan Custom Tariff 

Variable ConstructionVariable Construction
•• Wage DeterminationWage Determination
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Fuel PricesFuel Prices
Fuel price index is used for proxy of fuel pricesFuel price index is used for proxy of fuel prices

User Cost of CapitalUser Cost of Capital

wherewhere

Data and Variable ConstructionData and Variable Construction
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Estimation ProcedureEstimation Procedure

Estimating equation estimated separately for each Estimating equation estimated separately for each 
industry at first, and then for pooled across industriesindustry at first, and then for pooled across industries

Both Both ‘‘fixed effectsfixed effects’’ and and ‘‘random effectsrandom effects’’
specifications are estimatedspecifications are estimated

To capture the effect of change in trade policy on the To capture the effect of change in trade policy on the 
parameters, we include intercept and interactive trade parameters, we include intercept and interactive trade 
reform dummies reform dummies 



Own Price Labor Demand Elasticities:Own Price Labor Demand Elasticities:
Fixed Effect and Random Effect ModelFixed Effect and Random Effect Model
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Elasticities of Production and NonElasticities of Production and Non--production production 
Workers: (Fixed Effect Model)Workers: (Fixed Effect Model)
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Over the Time Labor Demand Elasticity Estimates: Over the Time Labor Demand Elasticity Estimates: 
(Fixed Effect Model) (Fixed Effect Model) 
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Regressions using pooled data over all industriesRegressions using pooled data over all industries
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ConclusionConclusion

The objective of this study is to estimate the The objective of this study is to estimate the 
responsiveness of the laborresponsiveness of the labor--demand demand elastcitieselastcities under under 
trade liberalization by for each eleven industries in trade liberalization by for each eleven industries in 
the manufacturing sector of Pakistanthe manufacturing sector of Pakistan
Labor demand Labor demand elastcitieselastcities are measure by using fixed are measure by using fixed 
effect and random effect model. effect and random effect model. 
The putative linkage between greater trade The putative linkage between greater trade 
liberalization and labor demand elasticities (as liberalization and labor demand elasticities (as 
suggested by theory) may be empirically weak.suggested by theory) may be empirically weak.



ConclusionConclusion

In case of fixed effect model it is evident from our In case of fixed effect model it is evident from our 
results that there exists unresponsiveness to trade results that there exists unresponsiveness to trade 
liberalization  however under random effect model liberalization  however under random effect model 
there exist mixed trend.there exist mixed trend.

No significant relationship between these variables No significant relationship between these variables 
for both production and nonfor both production and non--production workers. production workers. 

The important finding is that labor demand The important finding is that labor demand 
elasticities behave differently over the time. These elasticities behave differently over the time. These 
became more elastic over the timebecame more elastic over the time



ConclusionConclusion

Hence the change in labor demand elasticities is not Hence the change in labor demand elasticities is not 
related with trade reforms in case of Pakistan. There related with trade reforms in case of Pakistan. There 
may other causes that are responsible for this may other causes that are responsible for this 
outcome.outcome.


